EUNHYE KIM
and
DOUGLAS HARBIN

GRADUATE COMPOSITION RECITAL

Square of Pandora (2005) ......................................................... Eunhye Kim  

   (b.1975)

   Katherine Petak, harp

Generating Variations for solo piano and tape (2005) ..................... Douglas Harbin  

   (b.1980)

   Christina Archer, piano

Road for “Bluebird” (2005) for Piano Trio (2005) .............................. Eunhye Kim

   Hyerim Han, violin — Wendy Gutana, cello
   Stacey Edwards, piano

Wormholes and Gateways, String Quartet No. 1 (2005) ..................... Douglas Harbin

   I. Moderate
   II. Slow
   III. Slow-Fast
   IV. Finale-Fast

   Adele Maxfield and David Blakley, violin
   Linley Kay Baker, viola — Alexandra Herbst, cello

Eunhye Kim is a student of Jody Nagel, Eleanor Trawick,  
   Michael Pounds and Kenneth Froelich.

Douglas Harbin is a student of Jody Nagel, David Foley, Eleanor Trawick,  
   Keith Kothman, Michael Pounds and David Stern.
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For performance information, call the School of Music Concert HotLine: 765.285.5878